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Chapter 1336 The demon emperor... 

He was a peerless powerhouse from a thousand years ago who transcended 
the martial realm. That meant he was invincible in the current era! 

If the Insect Ruler resurrected him, the consequences would be unimaginable. 
“No!” 

After pondering for a moment, Andrius said to Old Hagstorm, “Master, the 
Insect Ruler’s ambitions are too great. We should return to Florence soon and 
stop his plot.” 

The only method he could think of to stop the Insect Ruler was to learn the 
technique depicted on the mural and reach the legendary realm. 

Old Hagstorm nodded. “Do what you need to do.” 

After leaving Praxis Island, Andrius returned to the capital of Flandom and met 
Noir and the others at the palace. During this period, Noir had been helping 
Katalina stabilize the turbulent situation in Flandom. 

As for Margerina... 

She was already weakened and lost too much blood, so she passed away 
shortly after pulling out the 

King’s Scepter. 

“Wolf King!” 

“Andy!” 

Noir and Katalina were overjoyed to see Andrius and asked in concern, “How 
are your injuries?” 

“They're mostly healed.” Andrius replied, then said, “Noir, although we won 
the competition on Praxis, the Insect Ruler didn’t lose. | must return to 



Florence immediately to stop his scheme.” Noir’s mood instantly plummeted at 
the mention of going back. He subconsciously glanced at Katalina but said 
nothing. 

Andrius could tell that the man had found true love. 

Thus, he went forward and patted Noir’s shoulder, smiling, “Noir, you must be 
tired of following me for so long. Just stay in Flandom and take a break. Think 
of it as a vacation.” 

Noir was reluctant to leave Katalina, but he did not want to leave Andrius 
either. He said hesitantly, Andy, |...” 

Andrius interrupted his words and gestured to Katalina beside him with a 
teasing look. “You finally found your true love, so remember to cherish it.” 

Then, he patted Noir’s shoulder and left the palace. 

Noir looked at Andrius‘ back, at a loss for words. 

“Noir...” Katalina wanted to speak, but when her tempting lips opened, she did 
not know what to say. 

During this time with Noir, the word she heard him mention the most was 
‘Andy’. She naturally knew how important Andrius was to him. 

When it was time to choose, she would not insist on him staying. Night fell. 
The sea breeze brought a unique salty chill. 

Andrius, accompanied by the elite Lycantroops who came a) reiltay ary 
exetdnge £2 Wel A the Arctic Fox, arrived at the airport to board a plane back 
to Florence. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

The Arctic Fox asked hesitantly, “Wolf King, are we really not waiting for 
Captain Black?” 

Andrius smiled and ea “Noir is inseparable from Kat aling. He'® aa opinpletely 
d éd to her. It'll be too ey for me to make him come back with us,” Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

At that point, Andrius sighed and stopped thinking about it, ready to board the 
plane. “Wait! Wait for me!” 



Just then, a familiar shout came from afar. 

Andrius turned around. 

In the darkness of the night, a familiar figure with a simple an honest 
expression @aSrtinning 

Sra them. His posture was as if he was afraid of being left behind if he was 
even half a step late. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

It was Noir! 

Chapter 1337 

Chapter 1337 

“Noir?” 

Andrius looked at him in surprise and then glanced behind him, finding it 
empty. 

It was clear that Noir came alone. 

Thus, he smiled and asked, “Why are you here? Aren’t you spending more 
time with your queen?” “Hehe...” Noir scratched his head and said honestly, 
“Stop teasing me, Andy. 

“| told you, dead or alive, | belong to the Lycantroops. There’s an upheaval in 
Florence, and the Insect. Ruler has been plotting for many years. Once he 
acts, it'll surely sweep across Florence. How can | linger in a foreign land for 
the sake of my feelings for a woman?” 

The statement was eloquent and flawless. 

Andrius jokingly teased, “So, are you willing to leave behind your beautiful 
queen? | was thinking that I’d be able to hold a Noir Jr. the next time | come!” 

At those words, Noir blushed uncharacteristically. “Andy...” 

He glared at Andrius and said, “I’ve already made an agreement with Katalina. 
I’ll come back for her once the situation in Florence stabilizes.” 

They were not parting forever. 



They were just awaiting their next reunion! 

At this moment, Noir’s heart was full of fantasies about the future 

Such was the nature of people in love... 

“Then, let's go.” Andrius did not interfere with Noir’s decision, patted his back, 
and boarded the plane first. Noir nodded and followed. 

However, just as he was about to board the cabin, he could not help but look 
back Lights shone brightly in the airport at night, but he could not find that 
figure. However, he believed. 

The sun of Flandom would also shine on Florence. 

The sea breeze would carry dreams to Florence. 

Noir turned his head decisively and sat in the seat belonging to him as the 
Wolf King’s personal guard. 

In the shadows of the airport. 

“Noir...” 

When Noir turned around, Katalina could not help but stick her head out, 
lagkina atateligure What had given her help and a sense of security. At that 
moment, she could not help but cry. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

Katalina had many difficulties ahead of her. Without her father and sister, it 
was Noir who stayed with her through her darkest days. 

Although brief, it was enough for her to remember him forever. 

“Your Majesty.” 

“Your Majesty.” 

The attendants, maids, and others behind her approached, wanting to comfort 
her. 

“I'm fine.” Katalina took a deep breath, Suppressed her inner feelings, and 
resume eFappearance. out Highnd mighty queen. “Stabilize the situation in 



Flandom as soon as possible. | want to visit Florence at the earliest 
opportunity!” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Everyone responded in unison, “Yes!” 

As the plane gradually accelerated on the runway, ise off.qnd\disappeated 
into thainight , Andrius’ journey in Flandom temporarily came to an end. Visit  
to read the latest chapter of this novel 

However, Andrius‘ thoughts did not stop because of this. On the contrary, they 
became more active. The Pontiff, the dragonslayer knight, and Alexander's 
family.... 

Although they stirred up storms in Flandom, their impact on Florence was not 
significant. 

Chapter 1338 

Chapter 1338 On the contrary, the Insect Ruler gained a lot this time. 

The mysterious demon emperor was also a major variable. Andrius did not 
believe that the Insect Ruler wanted to resurrect the demon emperor for no 
reason. 

He had a feeling that the demon emperor was an opportunity. It was a world—
changing opportunity. Of course, those were problems for later. What 
confused Andrius the most was the sudden appearance and departure of the 
master of the Shrouded Gate. 

She arrived in Flandom in a grandiose manner, unlike him, who strove to 
achieve the final victory in Praxis to help Katalina ascend to the throne. 

It was also unlike the Insect Ruler, who stirred up disputes and caused 
slaughter just to obtain bodies to ultimately expand his own strength. 

What was her goal? 

Andrius could not figure it out and asked, “Noir, did Lyean Manor or the 
Hawkeye Group find any information regarding the Shrouded Gate?” 

Noir’s eyes also flashed in confusion at the mention of Shrouded Gate. “No. 
Since the Shrouded Gate killed the Swallow family’s forebearer last time, they 
haven’t made any movements in Florence.” 



That was strange. What was the Shrouded Gate planning? 

Andrius frowned and muttered while also asking Noir, “The Shrouded Gate 
didn’t gain any benefits during this trip to Praxis this time. 

“Why did they come all the way to Flandom from so far away? Could it be that 
there are still secrets we haven't discovered?” Noir was unsure either, so he 
fell silent. 

Andrius continued to murmur, “Moreover, her behavior of killing Duncan 
Swallow before leaving Florence was more like a deterrent. It was a silent 
intimidation. 

“That also means that her coming to Flandom was for a purpose. It wasn’t 
aimless. 

“Furthermore, judging by the actions of the master of the Shrouded Gate on 
Praxis... She appeared several times to help and save me, even engaging in 
large-scale slaughter but not harming me. All of it benefits us... 

‘However, I’ve never heard of the name Lumi Haldin before. Why would she 
risk everything and offend so many experts and forces to come and help me?” 

The series of questions left, Andrius bewildered. 

He did not believe that he was charming enough to have a powerhouse like 
the Shrouded Gate disregard everything and come to his aid with just a casual 
word. 

“Andy, the Shrouded Gate was never heard of before, but they suddenly rose 
recently. Furthermore, their strength is incredibly strong. Even the Insect Ruler 
was easily suppressed by her, and Old Hagstorm admitted that he was no 
match for her. There’s probably something fishy going 

Noir felt some lingering fear as he recalled. Andrius also fell into 
contemplation. Experts grow step by step. They did not appear out of thin air. 

The master of the Shrouded Gate was not an ordinary expert. Her strength 
was almost at its peak. How could she have remained silent and nameless all 
this time? 

It was unreasonable. 



The first possibility was that she was truly a reclusive expert to the Penn that 
not even DlétHagStofm ha 

heard of her. However, that explanation did not make sense. Why would she 
help him? Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

The second possibility was that she was a fied of his in the marti mM world 
anddustsichangerted to greatly ANeeRs her strength recently. Thus, she killed 
the ministers and Duncan in Florence and then came from afar to help. Visit  
to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Noir saw Andrius lost in thought and asked, “Andy, did you figure something 
out?” 

Andrius organized his thoughts and said, “The master of the hrouggdy 

te is female thére'S not doubt about that. Furthermore, she gives me a very 
familiar feeling. | suspect...” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

At that point, Andrius eyes glimmered as bright as a star. “She’s one of the 
women around me!” 

Noir was struck by the realization and said seriously, “If that’s true, then 
everything makes sense. However, who could she be?” 

Chapter 1339 

Chapter 1339 

Andrius also felt that this possibility was very likely. 

The only thing that did not make sense was how she was so powerful. 
Furthermore, if she really was someone close to him, then who could she be? 
Kate? 

Halle? 

Luna? 

If they had the strength, they would definitely come to help him, so they had 
the highest possibility of being the master of the Shrouded Gate. 



“Who could it be..?” Andrius narrowed his eyes, already making up his mind. 
‘I'll find out when | get back!” The journey passed in silence. 

It was already early the next morning when the plane arrived at Kiyoto. 

“Noir, go report the situation of the military exchange to all the relevant 
departments. 

“Then, handle the affairs for all the members of the Arctic Fox Mercenary 
Corps. Those with demerits will be punished, and those with merits will be 
rewarded. Get them to contribute on the front lines. Everything should be 
done according to the standards of the Lycantroops.” 

“Yes!” Noir immediately responded. “Thank you, Wolf King!” “Thank you, Wolf 
King!” 

The Arctic Fox and the other members could not help but shed tears that they 
were able to join the Lycantroops after returning to their homeland. They all 
knelt in front of Andrius. 

They had drifted abroad for many years, unable to return home. comprehend 
unless one experienced it oneself. Andrius did not linger and quickly left 
Kiyoto. 

That sorrow was difficult to 

Andrius first went to Mount Cura.. 

“Andrius!” Kate was surprised to see Andrius appear. “Didn't you go to 
Flandom for a military exchange? Why are you suddenly here?” 

Andrius smiled and said, “The military exchange ended yesterday. | took a 
plane back last night to ask Sect Master Klein about something.” 

Kate smiled wryly. “You came at an unfortunate time. Grandpa is still in 
seclusion.” Still in seclusion? 

How much time had passed? 

Andrius was speechless. Then, he said, “I’ll ask you, then.” 

“Go ahead.” 



“Do you know of anything that can greatly increase one’s strength in short 
rerfchitston’ tio beak t Goh from the Martial King realm to a level stronger than 
a late-stage Martial Saint?” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Andrius stared into Kate's eyes closely as he spoke, trying to find some clues 
from her reaction. 

“Well...” Kate was stunned for a moment and shook her head naturally. “I don’t 
know. Otherwise, t wouldn’t be stuck in my current realm for so long...*. 

Although that was what she said, a person came to her heart. Luna! The 
master of the Shrouded Gate! 

Kate knew about Luna’s identity and that she had gone to Flandom. She also 
knew that Luna’s strength greatly increased in a short period and reached a 
shocking level. 

Coincidentally, Andrius immediately asked her this question after coming back 
from Flandom... It was clear that he had noticed some clues and was trying to 
probe her. 

Andrius saw that Kate’s expression was unchanged and her yes. WErer | 
cleat, Shecalitindbsebir to be lying, so Andrius ruled out the possibility of her 
being the master of the Shrouded Gate. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

“Has the ancient martial world in Florence been calm lately?” 

Kate’s thoughts spun while she answered smoothly, “The master the 
Shroudegfoatecibtefed 

d &s of ministers, causing numerous martial forces to dispatch their experts. 
Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“Then, the master of the Shrouded Gate killed Duncan Swallow. Ever since 
then, the Swallow family has been silent.” 

Chapter 1340 

Chapter 1340 



“| don’t know if it’s because they were cowed or if they’re harboring some 
conspiracy. The entire martial world has also quieted down with no one 
emerging. It’s eerily calm.” 

Andrius also felt it. As Kate said, the ancient martial world in Florence seemed 
strangely peaceful. 

“Kate...” Andrius sighed and said seriously, “I’m afraid that there’s a surging 
undercurrent under the calm surface. | hope the Medicine Sect will help keep 
an eye out. Be sure to inform me immediately if anything happens.” 

Kate nodded with a smile. “I will.” After leaving the Medicine Sect, Andrius 
went straight to Sumeria. 

As soon as he left, Kate immediately called Luna. “Luna, Andrius just came to 
me and subtly probed. about the identity of Shrouded Gate’s Master. He didn’t 
say anything directly, but he definitely has some suspicions. Be careful.” 

“Got it,” Luna answered and hung up the phone, then immediately called 
Halle. “Halle, my husband is starting to suspect my identity. Do you have any 
ideas to keep it from him?” The master of the Shrouded Gate... 

Although the identity had a powerful reputation, it carried too much bloodshed. 
Luna did not want Andrius to see this side of her and wanted to keep it well 
hidden. When Andrius needed it, she would use this identity to eliminate any 
obstacles for him. 

“You can try this.” Halle quickly thought of a solution. “Get the deputy master 
to pretend to be you and target a martial force with moderate strength that can 
be easily subdued. 

“During that time, you'll stay with Andrius and build your alibi. That way, you'll 
wash away any suspicion.” Luna’s eyes lit up, and she agreed decisively, 
“Okay, let’s do that!” 

Then, she called Marcellus. 

Master.” 

Marcellus bowed respectfully. “What are your orders?” 



Luna instructed, “Wear a mask identical to mind and use the tethniques | 
taught you a few days ago. Choose a martial force and take action against 
them when | give the signal. Remember, imitate my appearance as closely as 
possible!” 

After returning from Praxis, Luna taught the Shrouded Gate experts some 
techniques suitable for them to win their hearts and enhance their strength, 
making it more convenient for them to work for her. 

Now, it was time to put it to practice. 

“Yes!” Marcellus immediately heeded the order. 

After making all the preparations, Luna waited in Dream’s Waterfront for 
Andrius. 

 

After an unknown amount of time, Luna, with hers cond Diving Step skength, 
Gulcley ensed someone quietly infiltrating. Visit  to read the latest chapter of 
this novel 

He was here! 

She sat at a table by the window, reading a medical book. 

Swoosh... 

Suddenly, a figure broke through the door, holding a dagger and thrusting it at 
Luna. Seeing this, Luna used the strength of a late-stage Martial King to 
confront the opponent. Bam! 

Smack! 

Swoosh! 

After three moves, the shadow suddenly erupted with even stronger strength 
and speed. 

Luna could easily evade, but she already knew the pessoniivas- om ANAS! 
wWhdsé goal was to test her. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 



Thus, she forcibly suppressed her instinct to Wet d eontingedto! | capiront 
Kink th the strength of a late-stage Martial King. Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

 


